
Let’s Talk about Impeachment Offenses 

There is a lot of DC gibberish about President Trump committing acts of Treason, Bribery or Other High 

Crimes and Misdemeanors.  So far nobody has shown any evidence that the president is guilty of any 

crime.  Adam Schiffhead and Nadler called 18 witnesses and not one was able to support those charges.  

The president was not afforded any opportunity to interrogate the witnesses nor call any witnesses in 

his defense.   

Now in contrast Obama likely committed acts of treason, bribery or high crimes or misdemeanors while 

he was in office.  There are six events that rise to Obama violating laws while he was in office. 

Let’s Start with the Iran Deal.  Obama said that he shut down Iran’s nuclear threat without firing a shot.  

In fact, even though he gave a $1.7B bribe to the Ayatollah they preserved their nuclear development 

for use when the Iran deal expired in 10 years.   

Obama told the world that al-Qaida was “on the run” and that he destroyed the group responsible for 

9/11.  In fact, the war was ongoing for six more years right up until and through his last day in office.  He 

flat out lied while contradicting his intelligence agencies. 

Obama called ISIS the “JV Team” while they were slaughtering people and building their caliphate.  

Obama was advised in 2012 about ISIS but he ignored the intelligence agencies and allowed ISIS to 

spread.  The US did over 10,000 airstrikes to little avail.   

Benghazi was a catastrophic failure in leadership that resulted in the death of an ambassador and 

several others for failure to act.  Then Obama, Clinton and Rice lied to the public for ten days over the 

cause of the attack to help Obama save face for reelection. 

The Bergdahl trade was illegitimate from the start.  Releasing GITMO prisoners requires a 30-day notice 

to congress which was ignored.  Obama paraded the event in the Rose Garden with Bergdahl’s parents 

lauding praise over a defector who was later charged and faced up to 14 years in jail.  He was 

dishonorably discharged from the military. 

Obama spied on the Trump campaign and interfered in the 2016 election.   His actions led to the Mueller 

Report and the current impeachment frenzy 3 years later.  Obama’s willful ignoring the law allowed for 

the Hillary e-mail fiasco, the use of a phony dossier to tarnish the president and his associates and the 

eventual unmasking of the corruption in the DOJ/FBI and intelligence agencies and their abuse of the 

FISA court. 

Oh yeah, Obama violated Free Speech when he had the DOJ and FBI spy on Associated Press Reporters, 

bugging their business and personal phones.  He spied on James Rosen of Fox news in the same way and 

also on Rosen’s parents.  DC complains about Trump chastising the press for fake news and forget who 

actually obstructed the press. 

When this impeachment charade is over, I hope the president goes through every department and 

agency and removes every Obama holdover.  He gave them the benefit of the doubt to do their job for 

the citizens and they spat on his shoes. 

 

 



 

 

 

 

 


